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About This Content
Leatherface’s insatiable hunger has led him to many strange places. Not long ago he walked through a glowing, spinning purple
doorway and found himself in a new world. In it, a host of peculiar new beings to try. With his chainsaw in tow, Leatherface
now spends his days slaughtering those great warriors who dare stand in his path.
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Title: Leatherface
Genre: Action
Developer:
NetherRealm Studios, High Voltage Software, QLOC
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: 64-bit: Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10
Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz
Memory: 3 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 36 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Polish,Russian,German
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Get it in the sale like I did. You can finish it in 10 minutes - 12 levels, that's it.. Good Game...
Different then banished but I do like this game. Into the Blue is a neet little game you can play for 30 to 60 min.
For an Indiegame it looks pretty decent.
Now I thought it would be like an open World exploration-game, where you can do whatever the hellll you want to do,
but it didn't turn out that way.
In fact it was pretty strict forward lettting you almost give none of the choices to you.
of course, you can leave the road you are supposed to walk, but it doesn't get you anywhere or it just loops ya back.
the Game is Fun for the moment, but If you get stuck at some point, it gets almost unenjoyable.
Personally I enjoyed that one Hour I played it, but it was not worth it the 10\u20ac I have put into this, meaning i won't give it a
positive Feedback.. Excellent action game, taking some of the best bits of games like GTA and increasing the fast-paced
playability. Brilliant graphic style and music, too. Can't wait to see how much content and ideas get put in the final version, this
is a very complete early access title!. The perfect, textbook example of what an Atelier game is!
Other Atelier games sometimes experiment with more complex stories (like Dusk), or other kind of gameplay (like Iris), but
this one is a return to the classic formula.
Its an excellent choice for newcomers, to see what Atelier is about. So, I really recommend to try Atelier Rorona.
Now, about this PC port, I must say its decent, but not perfect. On the positive side, the game is able to work fine even on
modest video cards at 60 fps (but with slight pauses every few seconds). So far, I haven't got any crashes or anything.
However, it would be nice if it had more graphical options, like support for antialias. I don't have a 4k screen, but I read on
r\/Atelier that it seems that there is not an option to use such resolution. (but like I said, I don't have a 4k screen, so I'm not sure
about it)
It would also be nice if they included textures with higher definition.
But in the end, is a nice port and if you wanted to play the Arland series on PC, it does its work without any actual problem.
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First, I was born in the 1980s, the game is very nostalgic, I like, but why not consider the possibility of Chinese language :( After
adding Chinese language?. If you like RISK, you'll like this game. The menus are easy to navigate and there is a very easy
learning curve, so it's a breeze to get started and begin dominating the planet.. Maybe good for an arcade but at home not that
fun. Other similar wave shooters that are better.. Hmm, I'll be honest and say I'm a little disappointed with how this game turned
out.
I was quite excited when it got Greenlit- the description of the game is really lovely and I was eager to play it- and then I played
it and it was not what I was expecting at all.
The first thing I noted was the price. When I found it on the store I was surprised at how cheap it is... and I'm also relieved at
how cheap it is. It's SUPER short.
The story, in my opinion, is lacking and samey for each guy. I felt no emotion or connection between any of them during any of
the scenes and the dialogue, whilst easy to read, is bland. The music got on my nerves quite quickly and I had to mute it. The bar
mini-game is alright, although there's no help on how to play (It's pretty simple to figure out, but still some hints would've been
nice!) That cutscene in the club seems pointless too.
That's about it- the idea in itself I feel is a good one but it's been poorly executed. The character art is kind of pretty so I
suppose that's one good thing. Not sure what else to say because I don't feel there is anything else going for this game, and that's
a shame.
I wish steam had a Neutral option for game reviews- I didn't hate it, I've played far worse games before, but I also didn't
particularly like it either, it just feels a bit meh. Maybe get it if you're after a cheap and easy game to get 100% achievements
in? Aside from that, probably don't bother.
. The more you play the harder it gets like a rubics cube
. this game is very funny , i play this game only for fun :D
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